
In case of alarm, ASN sends a detailed SMS with geolocation on Google Maps  

CONTROLS: 
- SATELLITE  

- CUTTING CABLES 

- ANTI-LIFTING  

- OUTPUT CONTACT  

- BATTERY   

- INPUT CONTACT  

- SATELLITE TRACKING 

- BOAT ENGINE OPERATING HOURS CHECK 
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Satellite Tracking (for PRO version): 

Thanks to GPS technology (satellite technology) ASN , allows you to detect in real time the 

geographic position  of your boat,  and it is able to trace movements . 

 

 Particularity : 

-  Satellite tracking even in the absence of internet connection. 

- Connection/communication of the tracks  

   (timed / or on remote SMS request)   

 

-  WEB Service tracing boats with possibility to instantly visualize  

    the position of their own boats   on the geographical map 

   (with history search  and time filters by date) 

Remote Control + Anti-theft + Anti Damage:  
 

ASN system is the correct assistant value for your boat, being able to give you,  to a contained cost,   

the calm that deserved from :  

− Damages from atmospheric events: 

The system is able to tell you: some presence of water on the boat and of the  

variation level movement of the sea : “ROUGH SEA” in more, to notice the  

possible presence of water in the bilge. 

 

− Damages from unwanted movements: 

The system is able to notice you of possible unwanted solicitations. 

 

− Theft:  ASN is a nautical anti-theft system based on : 

 

GPS : The system is able to notice about some movements of your boat out of a planned  

geographical perimeter . (In any time, with a simple SMS it will be possible to ask for the position of the device)  

 

 

Input contacts:  it is endowed with two contact system to create many desired  

boat protection circuit. (ex. Protection :engine,  open lockers , doors etc..) 
 

 

Anti lifting: using a dedicated electronic ASN is able to detect boat lifting  

attempts; ensuring great safety during boat storage period or out of water..  

 

 

 

Siren: thanks to the possibility to drive an output contact, detecting an attempted  

theft ASN can eventually activate a  siren connected to it . 
 

  

 

− Alarms: ASN  provides real time communication alarms  (based on gps position of your boat) ,  

directly to your mobile phone, by Voice Call and SMS to all the numbers in the ASN phone book.  

– 

− Boat Engine operating hours check:  ASN can directly verify your boat engine  

operating hours.    In any time you can check the engine operating  hour. 

Operation—Installation: 

SMALL only 6x5x3 cm installable and conceivable in any part of the boat even in the outboard engine.  
 

STURDY thanks to its mechanical and electronical particularities it is born   

                 resistant to Water, Vapours and Dusts. 

EASY  to use. Configurable by SMS, WEB and APP ( for IOS (iPhone) and Android).  
 

Versatility / Mode of use:  

ASN , is born for satisfying needs of yachtsman.  ASN succeeds in protecting and  to checking certain  

way your boat in the Sea and to Earth (garaging). Thanks to the formality of lower part operation  

consumption “Low Power”,  ASN allows to check your boat for the whole permanence of garaging  

ASN Supply: ASN  is provide of a own rechargeable Lithium battery, as back up unit,  

able to guarantee for 5 days operations, also under conditions of external supply 

absent Asn can be fed with any external battery from 12V .  

NB: In case of external/inside battery unloaded ASN suddenly communicates the 

event to the owner.  
 

 

ASN Placement:  

The system ASN doesn’t have particular 

side effects for the placement, it can be 

fixed in any place of the boat, provided 

that not screened by the receipt of the 

GPS satellite.  

Available versions: 

ASN is produced in 2 different versions. The differences in the following table… 

  RADIO SENSORS: 

. 


